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The RERO+ Foundation
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2021: RERO becomes RERO+

─ Competence and service centre for 
libraries in Switzerland

─ Non-for-profit

─ Open source philosophy

─ Hosts and develops IT solutions in 
Switzerland:

─ SONAR

─ RERO ILS



JSON based editor
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─ Used in the two solutions (both based on Invenio 3)

─ Collaboration with UCLouvain (for RERO ILS)



The challenge of usability
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A. Data structure 
and granularity

B. Compactness C. Visual layout

D. RDA labels 
and lists

E. Validation and 
feedback during 

data input

F. Textual help 
elements



A. Data structure and granularity
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A. Data structure and granularity
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Name + simple value

"extent": "48 pages"

Name + array of simple values

"illustrativeContent": [

"illustrations",

"maps"

],



A. Data structure and granularity
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Name + array of objects (name + simple values)
"identifiedBy": [

{"qualifier": "volume 3",

"status": "invalid or cancelled",

"type": "bf:Isbn",

"value": "9782012100190"}

]



A. Data structure and granularity
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Name + array of arrays
of objects (name + simple values)
"responsibilityStatement": [

[

{"value": "illustrations Albert Uderzo"},

{"language": "rus-cyrl",

"value": "иллюстрации Альберта Удерцо"}

],

[

{"value": "textes René Goscinny"},

{"language": "rus-cyrl",

"value": "тексты Рене Госинни"}

]

]



B. Compactness
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“Jump to” 
section.

- fields displayed by default.
- fields hidden by default.



C. Visual layout

1. Repetition of labels
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with

without



C. Visual layout

2. Visual helps for the structure: line and indentation

3. (Try to keep a) clean design
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C. Visual layout

4. Responsiveness, size and alignment of the input fields
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D. RDA labels and lists

─ Multilingual

─ Vocabulary reuse

─ Some not user-friendly labels… but no MARC codes
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E. Validation and feedback during data 
input

─ Required or not, lists, integers, regular expressions, field length

─ ISBN special validation
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E. Validation and feedback during data 
input

─ Autocomplete (for links to other resources)
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F. Textual help elements

─ Placeholders: examples of data

─ Tooltips: definition of the fields and some input rules
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What’s behind it?

A data model defined in JSON schema 
https://ils.test.rero.ch/schemas/documents

54 first-level bibliographic properties

─ The editor is generic: it works for all kinds of JSON data.

─ Javascript library based on Angular 12

─ ng-core by RERO+ (Github)

─ based on ngx-formly (Github)
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https://ils.test.rero.ch/schemas/documents
https://github.com/rero/ng-core
https://github.com/ngx-formly/ngx-formly


What’s behind it?
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JSON syntax.

Bibframe
structure (keys of 

the fields).

RDA labels (titles of 
the fields).

"credits": {

"title": "Notes on statement of responsibility",

"description": "Note used for agents […]",

"type": "array",

"minItems": 1,

"items": {

"title": "Note on statement of responsibility",

"type": "string",

"form": {

"placeholder": "Example: Additional 

collaborators: Bernard Levrat, Eric Wehrli"

}

},

"form": {

"hide": true

}

}



What’s behind it?
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"extent": {

"title": "Extent",

"description": "Record the number of units and the type of 

unit. For the type of unit, use RDA recommended terms.",

"type": "string",

"minLength": 1,

"form": {

"placeholder": "Example: 355 pages",

"navigation": {

"essential": true

},

"hide": true,

"templateOptions": {

"cssClass": "w-md-50"

}

}

}

Form options (JSON 
schema custom fields): 
placeholder, size of the 

input field, etc.



Editing JSON versus MARC

Positive

─ Better data quality (data 
validation)

─ Better UX: better learning curve 
than MARC, responsiveness

─ A generic editor for all kinds of 
JSON data

─ JSON and JSON schema are 
machine and human readable

Negative

─ UX disadvantages for power 
users

─ Difficulty to abandon MARC
─ Big mapping effort for 

import/export

─ Changing standards (Bibframe)

─ Resistance to change in the 
libraries
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A step towards semantic data

─ A way to enter high structured bibliographic data

─ Some values stored directly in LD format (bf:Place, bf:Agent, 
rdaco:1020, …)

─ Add a @context to provide JSON-LD

─ Dynamic integration of IdRef and GND data

─ Pre-requisite: a mapping

─ Integrate external data sources is always an important effort
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Merci
Any questions?

@reroplus

rero.ch

info@rero.ch @

company/rero

rero

Test it!
ils.test.rero.ch

https://ch.linkedin.com/company/rero


Abstract

This presentation shows a cataloguing form created to edit data stored in a Bibframe/JSON format. It 
points out the specificities, obstacles, advantages and difficulties of this implementation in comparison to a 
raw MARC editor. On the one hand, the interface must be really user-friendly, as it is targeted at public, 
school and special libraries. On the other hand, it must enable to receive granular bibliographic records 
from MARC and to edit JSON data that is hierarchically structured and deeply nested, composed of a 
multitude of fields with different conditionalities and validation rules.

The context of this project is the transition by RERO+, a Swiss competence and service centre for libraries, 
to a fully open source and in house library system called RERO ILS in 2021. For this new system, it was 
decided to abandon the MARC format and to work directly in JSON instead, using the Bibframe model as 
far as possible. RERO ILS is based on the Invenio 3 framework proposed by CERN, which heavily relies on 
JSON and JSON schema for resource management. About 60 libraries in Switzerland are using RERO ILS 
since July 2021. The editor is also implemented within SONAR, another RERO+ software made to manage 
institutional repositories.

RERO ILS source code : https://github.com/rero/rero-ils/
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https://github.com/rero/rero-ils/

